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Welcome to the February edition of Mint Issue.  

In this my first message as the Controller of the Mint, I am particularly pleased to be able to 
share with you some of 2003’s exciting new products.

As Australia’s National Mint, it is our purpose and privilege to capture images of our history, 
culture and heritage on our coins to preserve them for future generations to appreciate and 
enjoy.  In this regard, our 2003 program will be no exception.  In fact, in terms of landmarks 
and milestones, it promises to be a banner year for numismatic releases.

Foremost is the much-anticipated release of the Mint’s Golden Jubilee Coronation Set 
which, in union with the companion 2002 Accession Set, forms a worthy tribute to Her 
Majesty and has been given official approval as such by Buckingham Palace.

Of similar international standing, but in an even wider realm, is our World Heritage Series medallions which showcase 
Australia’s most prized and precious natural wonders to the world.

There is little doubt our unique flora and fauna continue to prove popular themes both at home and abroad.  The 
Mint’s internationally acclaimed Silver Kangaroo series is now entering its second decade and we are celebrating with 
the release of Australia’s first selectively plated coin.  A landmark in minting innovation, our expert craftsmen have 
combined skill and modern technology to produce a coin that I’m sure you will find truly stunning.

And it is not just Australian animals that are making a splash in this edition.  For the first time in over a decade, we 
have the opportunity to offer a Royal Australian Mint product issued by our cousins in New Zealand.  Headlined by 
a coin celebrating the extremely rare Hector’s Dolphin, this beautiful product is a testament to the Mint’s reputation 
around the world.

It is a reputation I am proud to add that I have found all staff at the Mint are determined to uphold.  All our staff share 
an unreserved commitment to excellence and are dedicated to provide you with high-quality collector coins and first 
class customer service.  I would like to hear your views as to whether we are succeeding in our aims.  If you have any 
feedback please feel free to let me know at controller@ramint.gov.au.  I look forward to hearing from you.

Vivienne Thom
Controller of the Royal Australian Mint



Korean War – Silver Proof 
2003 represents the 50th anniversary of the end of the Korean War and the Royal 
Australian Mint is honouring the veterans who took part in this important chapter 
in Australia’s long and distinguished war history with the release of this very special 
commemorative issue.

Incorporating themes and symbolism featured at the Australian National Korean 
War Memorial in Canberra, this quietly reflective $1 fine silver proof coin has a limited 
availability with mintage restricted to only 15,000 coins.

As a founding member of the UN, Australia was among the first countries to 
commit units of all three services to Korea in early July 1950, with 17,000 
Australians serving until the armistice ended the fighting on 27 July 1953.

The imposing vertical lines in the background of the coin design echo the 
stainless steel spars around the Canberra Memorial – a symbol for the fields 
of fallen – and with the floral emblems of Australia and South Korea at 
either side, the dove of peace is shown emerging from this darkest of times, 
representing hope for the future.  These potent themes are carried through to the 
outer packaging which features a photo of the Korean War Memorial in haunting 
half-lit hues.

A fitting tribute to Australia’s war veterans, this limited issue reflects mankind’s 
ongoing struggle for peace and remembrance of those who served and died in its name.

2003 ‘C’ Mintmark Coin
Bearing the ‘C’ mintmark to denote its minting in Canberra, the 2003 $1 
aluminium bronze mintmark coin is presented in the customary three panel 
card.  Honouring the bravery and sacrifice of Australia’s servicemen and 
women, it makes a poignant personal reminder of the cost of war and the 
quest for peace.
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Finish Proof Uncirculated

Denomination $1 $1

Metal Fine Silver (99.9%) Aluminium 
Bronze

Mass 11.66 grams 9.00 grams

Diameter 25.00 mm 25.00 mm

Mintage 15,000 Unlimited

Designer Vladimir Gottwald

Price (incl GST):
Proof - $34.20
‘C’ Mintmark - $2.50

Nominal Specifications
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Coronation Set – The Crowning Glory

The crowning glory to any collection of 2003 coins, this magnificent two coin 
Coronation Set completes the Mint’s Golden Jubilee commemoration of Her 
Majesty’s passage to the throne. 

Designed and produced with official approval from Buckingham Palace, this 
very special issue has a strictly limited mintage of only 2003 sets world-wide 
and carries forward the historical motifs and imagery of the companion 
Accession Set, recognising an emerging maturity and assuredness in the newly 

crowned Queen.

The youthful image of Her Majesty commands the brilliant $100 pure gold proof 
coin, with the Royal family’s links to Australia evident in the inclusion of wattle 
in her tiara and the familiar Southern Cross in her necklace pendant.

Central to the more abstract design of the 50c pure silver proof coin is the 
prominence of the crown placed over Elizabeth’s personal cypher : EIIR.

Designed once again by Peter Soobik of Orange NSW, the two coin Coronation 
Set includes a booklet containing the Certificate of Authenticity, recalling the 
splendour of an occasion that was to shape a lifetime.

Nominal Specifications
Denomination Metal Mass Diameter Finish Mintage Designer

$100 24 ct Gold 
(99.99%)

One Troy 
Ounce

34.00 mm Proof 2003 
Sets

Peter 
Soobik

50c Fine Silver 
(99.9%)

18.24 grams 31.51 mm Proof 17 500 Peter 
Soobik

Price (incl GST):
Set        - $1295.00
Silver 50c - $60.00
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To celebrate the release of the 2003 two coin Coronation Set, Mint Issue has a special 
limited offer for the Mint’s direct mail customers.

Collectors who purchased the two coin Accession Set in 2002 directly through the 
Mint’s mail order service, and are now ordering the 2003 Coronation Two Coin Set, 
you will be eligible to receive a complimentary wooden presentation case specially 
designed to unite the two sets in one elegant display.

Crafted from West Australian Jarrah with gold embossed lettering and plush regal 
blue inner lining, the case includes space for the accompanying booklets from the 
original sets including the Certificates of Authenticity.

Be early to take advantage of this very limited offer which is only valid while 
stocks of this special wooden presentation case last.

Customers purchasing both sets through the order form in this edition of Mint 
Issue will also be eligible for this offer.  A special periodic payment plan is available for 
credit card customers who would prefer to pay in four monthly instalments.  Please refer to the 
special order form enclosed with this Mint Issue.

50c Proof Silver Coin
Meticulously crafted in fine silver, this magnificent proof Coronation Coin incorporates 
elements of the past and present within a striking modern tribute to Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth II’s glorious 50 years on the throne.

A progression of the herald-like design featured in his Accession counterpart, Peter Soobik 
has included royal insignia and national emblems to reflect the eminence and elegance of 
the occasion.  Australia’s Federation Star and sprig of wattle signify Her Majesty’s lifelong 
ties with Australia, flanking the royal cypher like a pair of grand ceremonial doors opening to 
a historic reign.

Limited in mintage to 17,500, the coin comes with a booklet documenting in colour the day that 
would define a young Queen’s destiny and legacy.

Special Offer - Companion Sets Presentation Case



                    Beauty Rich and Rare

Unlike the limitless wonder of Mother Nature’s finest jewels, this sumptuously 
fashioned collection of seven fine silver medallions celebrating Australia’s 

fourteen internationally acclaimed World Heritage Sites will not be available 
forever. 

Released solely and exclusively through Mint Issue, this spectacular 
set, designed in collaboration with Environment Australia, boasts a 
stunning gallery of Australia’s unique and diverse flora and fauna.

From the majesty of Uluru and the mystery of the Tasmanian 
wilderness to the marvels of the Great Barrier Reef, each one of 

Australia’s fourteen designated areas has been brilliantly realised and 
rendered in meticulous detail in fine silver with each medallion featuring a 
different site on the obverse and reverse.

As the craggy spires of the Blue Mountains’ Three Sisters rise from the 
valley floor on one medallion, the teeming wildlife of Queensland’s 
rainforests and wet tropics tussle for attention on another.  From dugongs 
to dingoes, penguins to crocodiles, tree frogs to fossils the featured 

species span the length and breadth of this remarkable continent.

Individually hand-polished to give an antique finish, the 
medallions come in a plush burgundy presentation case with 
wood-trim and an elevating base for public viewing.

Complete with numbered information booklet incorporating 
the Certificate of Authenticity, this magnificent issue also 
comes with a glorious 66 page full-colour publication from 

Environment Australia detailing the background to each World 
Heritage Site and why they warrant permanent protection.
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Obverse Designs Shown



A treasure trove of Australia’s breathtaking geological and ecological wonders, this premier 
release is sure to attract interest from all corners of the globe.

And with a strictly limited mintage of only 500 sets world-wide, demand 
will be high among all those who recognise the need to preserve its 
precious gifts for generations to come.
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Mass 72.00 grams - Per Medallion

Diameter 50.00 mm

Metal Fine Silver (99.9%)

Mintage 500 - Sets World-wide

Finish Antique

Designer Vladimir Gottwald

Nominal Specifications

Price (incl GST): 
$880.00 per set 

Only 500 Sets
World-wide!

Reverse Designs Shown



Celebrate the joy of love, loyalty and companionship with this specially 
conceived and minted 2003 Wedding Coin Collection.

Exquisitely fashioned to capture the magic of the occasion, each 
coin in the set has been produced from specially prepared blanks, 
individually struck and inspected to achieve the Gem Uncirculated 
finish.  As defined in Australian Coin & Banknotes, “a Gem 
Uncirculated coin will be almost faultless with a strong, but not 
necessarily absolute perfect strike”.

The set comes presented in an immaculate cream presentation case with 
a Nickel-Silver inscription plaque to engrave the names of the couple or 
a special message and graced by two silver Brolgas in a courtship dance.  
Known for their lifelong commitment to the same partner, these majestic 
natives of the Australian wetlands also feature on the accompanying gift 
card.

Certain to be a unique gift and endearing keepsake for newlyweds for 
years to come.  Limited numbers of 2002 sets still available.

Welcome the arrival of a new addition to the family with these delightful Baby 
Coin Sets illustrated in the inimitable style of early Australian childhood classics.

Available in proof or uncirculated finish, the sets come brightly packaged with a 
place for baby’s photo, birth details and family tree.  Also included is a specially 
minted medallion complete with space set aside on the reverse to engrave a 
personal message for the future.

Bristling with some of Australia’s most beloved bush characters, these sets are a 
heart-warming gift for life.

Price (incl GST) - $69.50 

Price (incl GST):
Proof              - $89.50
Uncirculated - $29.33

*Nominal specifications see Six Coin Sets opposite.
Baby Sets available in Proof and Uncirculated finishes. 
Wedding Set only available in Gem Uncirculated finish.
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Volunteer coins honouring those making a difference
Embrace the spirit that defines Australia with this stirring salute to the millions of 
volunteers “making a difference” in their communities.

A showcase in detail and design, the 2003 Six Coin Year Sets capture 
the drive and energy of these dedicated individuals who give their time 
to help others without fuss or fanfare.

The banner $1 coin carries the volunteer theme which is pad-printed 
in green and gold in the Proof Set while the dazzling 50c piece depicts 
a kaleidoscope of volunteers from emergency services, meals on wheels, 
shelters, charity operations as well as conservationists, sports volunteers, 
firefighters and surf lifesavers.

In a first for Mint Year Sets, the 20c piece has also been specially redesigned 
to bring together a ‘group portrait’ of everyday Australians, showing that 
anyone can be a volunteer.

Available in proof and uncirculated finishes, this glittering tribute is a gift to 
inspire generations to come.

Nominal Specifications
Alloy Cupro Nickel Al/Bronze

Denomination 5c 10c 20c 50c $1 $2

Mass (g) 2.83 5.65 11.30 15.55 9.00 6.60

Diameter (mm) 19.41 23.60 28.52 31.51 25.00 20.50

Price (incl GST):
Proof   - $73.76
Uncirculated - $22.70

To celebrate the release of the 2003 Six Coin Year Sets honouring Australia’s 
Volunteers, the Royal Australian Mint is running a special competition open to anyone 
over the age of 18 who purchases either a proof or uncirculated set through Mint 
Issue.

With the prize of a trip for two to Canberra to take an exclusive tour behind the scenes 
of the Royal Australian Mint, including return flights and two nights accommodation, 
this is a coin collector’s dream.  For further details on how to enter see page 14.
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              Across Time and Culture

Retrace the paths of Australia’s dreamtime ancestors with this lavish 
$1 fine silver coin – the 11th in the Mint’s internationally renowned 
‘silver kangaroo’ series.

Designed by acclaimed Aboriginal artist Ray Thomas of the Gunnai 
people in Gippsland, Victoria, the coin depicts “Jirrah-Watty” – the 
Big Kangaroo – in full flight.

Mainly self-taught, Thomas has spent many years researching his 
Gunnai people’s myths, legends, designs and body marks, and the 

patterned line work and motifs represented on the coin are characteristic 
of the indigenous peoples throughout south-east Australia.

Bold muscular linework underscores the kangaroo’s power and 
predominance in the region, while the familiar silhouettes of another 
stalwart of the outback, the grass tree, shimmer in the distance.

Available in both Proof and Frosted Uncirculated finishes – each 
highlighting an alternate aspect of the design – this quiet masterpiece 
evokes the timeless spirit and textures of Australia and is a superb gift for 
Australians and foreign visitors alike.

Nominal Specifications

Denomination Metal Mass Diameter Finish Designer

$1 Fine Silver (99.9%) One Troy Ounce 40.00 mm Proof / Frosted 
Uncirculated

Ray Thomas

Price (incl GST):
Proof        - $48.00
Frosted Uncirculated   - $21.67
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Nominal Specifications

Denomination Metal Mass Diameter Finish Designer

$1 Fine Silver (99.9%) One Troy Ounce 40.00 mm Proof / Frosted 
Uncirculated

Ray Thomas

                A Very Special Edition

Secure your own piece of numismatic history with Australia’s first 
selectively gold plated coin.

In a ground-breaking process for the Mint using specially treated 
blanks and intricate minting and plating processes, a gilded 
finish has been added to the central motif in Ray Thomas’ 
searing 2003 silver kangaroo design, further enhancing the detail 
of the image.

The final result, personally approved by the artist, is a stunning 
showcase of Australian artistry and craftsmanship, melding the 
dreamlike imagery of Aboriginal culture with the precision of 21st 
century minting technology.

Struck to celebrate the second decade of the internationally popular $1 Silver 
Kangaroo series, this spectacular special edition comes packaged in an ochre case 
reflecting the earthen colours of indigenous art.  Complete with Certificate of 
Authenticity, this landmark coin, with a strictly limited mintage of 
10,000, is certain to take pride of place in any collection.

Nominal Specifications

Denomination Metal Mass Diameter Finish Designer Mintage

$1 Fine Silver 
(99.9%)

One Troy 
Ounce

40.00 mm Selective 
Gold Plating

Ray 
Thomas

10,000
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Price (incl GST): - $67.50



For the first time since 1990, limited numbers 
of New Zealand’s 2002 Year Sets are available 
through Mint Issue.

Produced by the Royal Australian Mint to world-
class standards, the seven coin sets include a full 
set of New Zealand coin denominations as well 
as the special 2002 $5 coin featuring two Hector’s 
Dolphins on the reverse.  The world’s smallest and 
rarest marine dolphin, the Hector’s Dolphin is 
generally found in isolated pockets along the north-
west coast of New Zealand’s North Island and is 
critically endangered, numbering less than 100.

Protectively sealed and packaged in ocean blues, the 
sets are available in proof or uncirculated finishes, 
making a memento from across the Tasman.

Price (incl GST):
Proof        - $110.00 
Brilliant Uncirculated - $42.00

Nominal Specifications

Alloy Cupro Nickel Aluminium 
Bronze

Fine Silver (proof)
Cupro Nickel (unc)

Denomination 5c 10c 20c 50c $1 $2 $5

Mass (g) 2.83 5.66 11.31 13.61 8.00 10.00 27.22

Diameter (mm) 19.43 23.62 28.58 31.75 23.00 26.50 38.74

Saluting the millions of everyday Australian volunteers ‘making a difference’ 
across the country, this bright twelve sided lapel badge, struck in pure silver and 
gold plated, features the Mint’s 2003 volunteer banner theme in struck relief.

Priced at only $14.95, this splendid badge makes a perfect gift for friends and 
family and a proud tribute to those unsung heroes who together form the heart 
and soul of Australia.
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Price (incl GST): 
$14.95



Nominal Specifications

Alloy Cupro Nickel Aluminium 
Bronze

Fine Silver (proof)
Cupro Nickel (unc)

Denomination 5c 10c 20c 50c $1 $2 $5

Mass (g) 2.83 5.66 11.31 13.61 8.00 10.00 27.22

Diameter (mm) 19.43 23.62 28.58 31.75 23.00 26.50 38.74

                        Sturt’s Desert Rose
Only the $150 Proof and $100 Proof versions of the Northern Territory’s representative in 
Australia’s floral emblem series are still available for a limited time.

Named after inland explorer Captain Charles Sturt, this hardy winter bloom encapsulates 
the quiet elegance of Australia’s indigenous flora.

Elegantly packaged, the half troy ounce proof coin comes housed in a Tasmanian Blackwood 
presentation case while the one-third troy ounce Proof coin comes in burgundy presentation      

    case.

The Mint reserves the right to withdraw this offer at any time.

Voyages into History
Rediscover Australia’s glorious nautical past with this prestigious set of four Crown size proof silver coins celebrating four 
legendary vessels that helped chart the course of Australia’s early European history.

Featuring the Duyfken, Endeavour, Investigator and Sirius, this captivating set comes 
with an informative booklet specially written by experts from the 
National Maritime Museum recounting the stories behind each vessel 
and those first hazardous ventures into Australia’s unchartered waters.

With a strictly limited mintage of only 10,000 sets worldwide, this 
beautifully presented chronicle of maritime history makes an ideal 
collector’s item.

Denomination Metal Mass (grams) Diameter (mm) Finish Mintage Designer

$5 Fine Silver (99.9%) 36.31 38.74 Proof 10 000 sets Vladimir Gottwald

Nominal Specifications

Prices (incl GST) :
$150 Proof              - $580.85
$100 Proof              - $350.34
$100 Uncirculated - Issue Closed 
Lapel Badge           - $14.95

Denomination Metal Mass  Diameter Finish Mintage Designer

$150 24 ct Gold 1⁄2 Troy Ounce 30.00 mm Proof 1 500 Horst Hahne

$100 24 ct Gold 1/3 Troy Ounce 25.00 mm Proof 2 500

$100 24 ct Gold 1/3 Troy Ounce 25.00 mm Unc 3 000

Nominal Specifications

Price (incl GST): $165.00
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It is now five months since the Mint took over distribution of numismatic 
and standard uncirculated notes for the Reserve Bank of Australia 
(RBA).  Response to date has been very strong – so strong that we have 
run out of stocks a couple of times requiring 
replenishments from the RBA.  Both the RBA 
and the Mint apologise for any delay in filling 
orders.

The numismatic notes available are first and last 
prefix notes from general circulation print runs.  
These notes are sought after by collectors and 
attract a small premium above face value and 
GST is payable.  The standard uncirculated notes are intended to satisfy the public’s demand for crisp new notes 
where the serial number prefix and signature combination are not critical.  These notes are sold at face value and it is 
not possible to request a specific serial number prefix or signature combination when ordering.

In 2002, the RBA has printed $5 (Queen design), $10 and $20 notes.  As mentioned in the November Mint Issue, 
the design of the $10 and $20 notes has been slightly modified to include, below the portrait, the printed name of the 
person appearing on that side of the note.  Printed names will be included in the design of the $50 and $100 notes 
when these are next printed.  The 2002 printings are also the first to carry the signature of the current Secretary to the 
Treasury, Dr Ken Henry.

This Mint Issue offers a number of new products.  These are the first prefix (BA 02) and last prefix (EA 02) 2002 
Queen $5 notes, the last prefix (GL 02) 2002 $10 note and the first prefix (AA 99) $50 note.  The latter two will 
replace the last prefix (GL 98) $10 note and the first prefix (AA 98) $50 note.  Also, this is the final offer of the first 
prefix (JD 01) Federation $5 note and the first prefix (AA 02) $10 and $20 notes.

For details of the notes that are available to order, their prices and how to order them, please see the separate order 
form enclosed with this Mint Issue.

For general information about banknotes please visit the RBA’s website www.rba.gov.au/currencynotes.  If you have 
any specific or general questions about our banknotes that cannot be answered after visiting the RBA’s website, you 
can speak directly to the RBA in Sydney on 1800 633 220 (Monday to Friday).
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Secrets of the Mint Competition

To celebrate the release of the 2003 Year Sets, Mint Issue is offering two lucky coin collectors exclusive access behind 
the scenes of the Royal Australian Mint.

Anyone over the age of 18 who purchases a 2003 Year Set (either proof or uncirculated), direct from our mail order 
department is eligible to enter.  The Competition will be governed by the laws of the Australian Capital Territory.  Your 
entry will be deemed to be an offer to enter the competition which the Mint may, in its absolute discretion, accept or 
reject.

Simply fill in the entry form you will receive with the coins and tell us in 35 words or less:

Why I collect Royal Australian Mint coins ...

The answer deemed the best by the panel of judges will win the entrant return economy flights for themselves and a 
friend from their nearest capital city, two nights accommodation, $1000 spending money, and of course the chance to 
visit areas of the Mint not accessible to the general public.

The winners will be personally shown through each stage of the production process from conception to delivery and 
see how coins are designed and engraved, blanks are prepared, and the proof and circulating coins are minted.  They 
will even have the opportunity to strike a proof coin themselves.

So, for your unique opportunity to get closer to the minting process than ever before, make sure 
you order your 2003 Year Set directly from our mail order department and get your entry in 
soon.

Entries for the Secrets of the Mint Competition close on 8 October 2003 with full details of 
terms and conditions on the entry form despatched with the sets.

Off the Presses
NEW GUIDEBOOK RELEASED
The tenth edition of Greg McDonald’s excellent Pocket Guide to Australian Coins and 
Banknotes has been released (RRP $19.95+P&H). This comprehensive guide to the 
nominal specifications and current values of Australia’s numismatic releases from the 
earliest colonial currency to the latest limited edition sets has become indispensable 
for collectors around the country.
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A YEAR OF HIGHLIGHTS
The sell-out of the Adelaide Pound in mid-December 
concluded a successful 2002 for the Mint with its 
numismatic program very well-received by collectors 
and dealers alike.  Along with other popular issues 
including the landmark ‘hologram’ Year of the Outback 
finale coin – also a sell-out – other key highlights from 
the year included the presentation of a special Golden 
Jubilee Montage to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, 
and the Mint’s continued involvement with the Prime 
Minister’s XI cricket match.  The Mint provided the two 
captains with the coin for the toss and Prime Minister 
John Howard presented each player with their own 
2003 Proof Year Set at a function following the match.

Photo: Controller of the Mint, Vivienne Thom and Senator Ian 
Campbell joined Prime Minister John Howard at the function 
following the annual PM’s XI cricket match.

SILVER ROO WINS WORLD CROWN
Congratulations to NSW Aboriginal artist Jeanette 
Timbery whose design for the 2001 Silver Kangaroo 
coin has won the ‘Best Crown Coin’ (40mm diameter 
coin) category in the prestigious Coin of the Year 
awards co-ordinated by Krause Publications. The 
design, depicting Australia’s iconic animal in a dot-
painting style, topped the voting of the international 
panel over nominees from mints around the world.

THANKS FOR YOUR CONCERN
Our thanks to all the collectors, other National Mints 
and members of the general public who made enquiries 
regarding the Mint in the wake of Canberra’s recent 
bushfire emergency.  While the Mint itself was not in 
direct danger from the fire front, many staff had their 
homes seriously threatened and some homes were 
damaged.  Thank you again. Your concern and support 
is thoroughly appreciated.

Contact details: Royal Australian Mint  
Tel: 1300 652 020 (cost of local call Australia-wide)

International Tel: +61 2 6202 6800
Fax: +61 2 6202 6953

Mail: Royal Australian Mint,
Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia

Website and E-shop: www.ramint.gov.au

VOLUNTEERS WORTH A MINT
On 15 November 2002, the Mint played host to over 160 
volunteers for a bush breakfast to celebrate the launch of the 
2003 Six Coin Sets saluting Australia’s Volunteers.  Buoyed by 
a breakfast provided by the Salvation Army and stirring music 
from the Hall Brass Band, the guests were treated to a tour 
behind the scenes of the production area for a first glimpse of 
the coins, and a lucky few were given the opportunity to strike 
individual coins.

Photographs: Scenes from the Volunteers Breakfast, November 2002

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
The Mint welcomes your feedback.  Space has been provided 
on the reverse of the Order Form for general comments and 
observations.  However, for any specific queries and questions 
you’d like answered personally, please contact the Mint 
directly via the mail, telephone or email : info@ramint.gov.au

NSW COIN SHOW
We look forward to seeing NSW collectors at the Sydney Coin 
Show being held at the Lower Town Hall on April 4 - 6 2003.
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